Turn $100 (ONE-TIME) Into a Lucrative, Residual Flow of Cash! NO WORK, Computer or Internet Required.

Return this flyer to the address below. Include FIVE $20 bills or a mixture of $20’s, $10’s, $5’s and $1’s that equal $100. Checks are shredded and money orders are returned. Conceal the cash flat (not folded) in dark paper and enclose in an envelope you cannot see through. Tape the seal of the envelope. That is all you need to do.

Your ID will be assigned and you will receive your Welcome Pack. $20 is forwarded to each person whose ID is in the Invitation Code below ($80 total). The other $20 helps cover the cost to print and mail flyers (like this one), with your ID in the first position of the code. NO NEED for you to print and fold copies; stuff and seal envelopes; purchase and apply postage stamps and mailing labels; or expose your name and address.

Through our automated system, flyers are printed and mailed FOR YOU until 2 people enroll. As others enroll from their flyers, your ID moves to each position. With ONLY 2 people enrolled from your flyers -- you could receive $600 in Cash Gifts! 2($20)+4($20)+8($20)+16($20). To receive a continual flow of cash, use $100 from the gifts you receive to repeat the steps. You can ONLY IMAGINE how much you could receive if everyone enrolled behind you, does the same.

Examples:

\[ 4(\$20) + 16(\$20) + 64(\$20) + 256(\$20) = \$6,800.00 \]
\[ 6(\$20) + 36(\$20) + 216(\$20) + 1,296 (\$20) = \$31,080.00 \]
\[ 8(\$20) + 64(\$20) + 512(\$20) + 4,096(\$20) = \$93,600.00 \]

The potential is staggering! IT'S JUST THAT SIMPLE.

MDL Marketing Services
332 S. Michigan Ave. #121-L379 • Chicago IL 60604-4302

Invitation Code:
SSS-1357-1010-1009-1003

*To Verify the Legality of this System, Refer to the Gift Tax Exclusion in IRS Publication 559.